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An engineers’ & scientists’ ideology?
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Plan

➔1. Transhumanism : a neo-modern ideology beyond
capitalism vs socialism opposition?
› From socialist roots…
› …from up-wingers: technoprogressism and extropianism

➔2. Capitalism , technology & ideas
➔3. Transhumanist capitalism as a synthesis between

platform capitalism and anthropogenetic model?

› Anthropogenetic regime
› From platform capitalism to NBIC convergence 

➔4. Conclusion
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→ J. Coutrot :  
transhumanism as an 
utopic project unifying the 
different forms of 
humanism

→ J. Huxley: socialist
eugenism

→ J.D Bernal : communist

1.  Transhumanism as an ideology neo(post)modern 
beyond the dualism between socialism vs capitalism ?
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1.1 From left wing roots…



1. Transhumanism as an ideology neo(post)modern 
beyond the dualism between socialism vs capitalism ?
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→ FM 2030
→ Up-wing vs down-wing instead of left wing vs 

right wing
→ Individualism anti-collectivist (fluidity of 

identities, network, individual happiness etc. 
vs « conservatism »)

→ Technological optimism, immortality
→ Universalism
« Space programs and biological 
advances in capitalist and socialist 
countries are outgrowths of modern 
science and technology — not of 
Right/Left ideologies. We are extending 
ourselves in Space and in Time not 
because of capitalism or socialism but in 
spite of them. » (FM2030, 1973 p.9)



1. Transhumanism as an ideology neo(post)modern beyond the 
dualism between socialism vs capitalism ?
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1. Transhumanism as an ideology neo(post)modern beyond the 
dualism between socialism vs capitalism ?
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1. Transhumanism as an ideology neo(post)modern beyond the 
dualism between socialism vs capitalism ?

➔Principles : « Human nature is his perfectibility »

› Enhancement of human capacities (physical and 
intellectual) 

› Usage of knowledge and technology as universal
solution to human problems (rationalism et techno-
solutionnism)

› Never ending progress
› (post)humanism
› « Darwinism »
› Immortality/struggle against aging
› A neo-modern discourse
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Max More (extropianism): 

➔ "Perpetual progress - Aiming for more intelligence, wisdom, efficiency, an 
indefinite life span, the removal of political, cultural, biological and 
psychological limits to self-realisation. To constantly overcome what 
constrains our progress and possibilities. Expanding into the universe and 
moving forward without end.

➔ Self-transformation [...]
➔ Practical optimism [...]
➔ Intelligent technology - Applying science and technology creatively to 

transcend the 'natural' limitations imposed on us by our biological heritage, 
culture and environment. [...]

➔ Open society [...].
➔ Self-orientation - Seeking independent thought, individual freedom, 

personal responsibility, self-orientation, self-esteem and respect for others.
➔ Rational thinking [...] 
➔ Perpetual progress. As extropians we seek to improve ourselves, our 

cultures, and our environments. We seek to improve ourselves physically, 
intellectually, and psychologically. [...]
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« We go further than many humanists in proposing 
certain alterations to human nature in the pursuit of 
this progress. We challenge the traditional biological, 
genetic and intellectual constraints on our progress 
and potential”

“Extropianism is a libertarianism”
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Humanity+ and economy

➔ Technological progress as a source of growth and happiness

➔ Technological progress => reduction of costs of innovations and 
diffusion

➔ Technological progress can create inequalities but benefits to everybody
in the long run

➔ Do not ban technologies 

Differences (?) between technolibertarians and technoprogressists:
laissez-faire vs make the access easier for everybody and control safety
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2. Capitalism , technology & ideas

➔ Capitalism
› Private property of means of production and protection of contracts
› Extension of markets, growth and accumulation of capital (“investment for 

profit” ; M-C-M’)
› Innovation, technological change and increasing performance
› “More is better”
› No limit to accumulation, permanent transformation and creative destruction

➔ Different historical and geographical forms of capitalism depending on:
› Institutional forms of markets, monetary regime, wage-labour nexus, State 

and international regime (Boyer, 2015)
› Accumulation regime : sources of productivity and demand, dominant form of 

accumulation, distribution of value added, norms of consumption, dominant 
technology and industries (Boyer, 2015)

› A sociopolitical compromise
› A dominant ideology and/or techno-economic paradigm (Pérèz, 2009) and/or 

conception of control (Fligstein, 2001): the spirit of capitalism not always the 
same?17



2. Capitalism , technology & ideas

➔Ideas shape partly capitalism through politics, but 
technological change shapes also :
› Dominant firms and sectors
› Power relations
› New ideas and demand
› Technology is a cultural product

➔Transhumanism as the new cultural logic of late 
capitalism?

➔Silicolonisation (Sadin, 2016) as the Zeitgeist of 
postmodern capitalism?18
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3. Transhumanist capitalism as a synthesis between
platform capitalism and anthropogenetic model?

➔Anthropogenetic mode of development & platform
capitalism:  competing or complementary
hypothesis/models?
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→ Anthpogenetic regime (Boyer, 2019) :
› Growth of health expenditures (aging population + superior

good) 
› Growth in human capital (superior good)

3. Transhumanist capitalism as a synthesis between
platform capitalism and anthropogenetic model?
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Health expenditures in % of GDP
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Education expenditures in % of GDP
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3. From platform capitalism to  transhumanist
capitalism
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➔Or post-anthropogenetic (transhumanist)?
› "Health is a state of complete physical, mental and 

social well-being and not merely the absence of disease 
or infirmity." (WHO)

• Not simply therapeutic and curative medicine, but could also 
imply human enhancement and ameliorative medecine

• e.g gene editing ; implants to increase performance

› Current medicine is already ameliorative and current 
society is already transhumanist (Cerqui, 2016):

• E.g aging as a disease
• Drugs to increase performances
• Prenatal diagnosis and eugenist possibilities
• …

› Silicon Valley and techno-solutionism: every problem  
has a technical (and digital) solution (Morozov, 2011)



3. Transhumanist capitalism as a synthesis between
platform capitalism and anthropogenetic model?
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➔Transhumanism favoured by digitalization and platform
capitalism

➔An industrial revolution related to ICT and digitalization
› Platform capitalism: market and non-market transactions 

organized by a centralized algorithm
› Multiface business models: network effects & increasing 

return to scale: very quick massification & diffusion of 
apps digitalization as a total social fact
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Value added related to ICT in GDP in 2011
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Number of broadband subscriptions in OECD in 2019 
and rate of equipment of French people in 2017
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Wolrdwide number of applications and games
downloaded
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Massification of social media platforms
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Diffusion of ICT, digitalization and platform capita lism

➔Platform capitalism: market and non-market 
transactions organized by a centralized algorithm

➔Multiface business models: network effects & 
increasing return to scale: very quick massification
& diffusion of apps digitalization as a total social fact

➔Platformization as a new form of regulation
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Diffusion of ICT, digitalization and platform capita lism

➔Platform capitalism: market and non-market 
transactions organized by a centralized algorithm

➔Multiface business models: network effects & 
increasing return to scale: very quick massification
& diffusion of apps digitalization as a total social fact

➔Platformization as a new form of regulation
➔Accumulation of data, innovation and improvement 

of algorithm :
› Big data and automated learning 
› Diversification of services, entry in new markets  (ex : 

payment, finance, transport, security, social 
relations…and health )
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Source : NVCA

Source:
From Ritter (2022)



NBIC convergence
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Serguey Brin & Anne Wojcicki : NBIC wedding
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Number of health’s patents registrations of Alphabet
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Patents of Alphabet in health by technological subdom ains
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Meta/Facebook
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The Silicon Valley’s « up -wingers »
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NBIC convergence : neural-computer connexion and 
« mind » uploading
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Ray Kurzweil & Calico : form exponential growth of 
computing to Singularity to « kill the death »
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Some problems for transhumanist capitalism

➔Risk of monopolies and private control of data and 
growing dependency from states to treat them

➔Very long lifespan and pension systems

➔Automation and IA : great but…
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But a structural decline of labour productivity gains  in 
OECD
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Baumol effect + Solow paradox (+deindustrialization) 
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Conclusion

➔Maybe we already are in something like a 
transhumanist capitalist society and a brave new world: 
« better than well »…but still capitalism or 
« technofeudalism » (Durand, 2020) or something else?

➔Big Tech powerful enough to realize their utopia(?)

➔Questioning the national and cultural differences related
to theses technologies and the political
preferences…and their quick changes

➔The role of engineers and entrepeneurs in the ideology
of the brave new world vs others social groups?49
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Thank you!


